This year’s 4th Annual Designing Green event as always will center around the issue of sustainable design and the use of recyclable materials in products. On 27 March 2008 a final review of the work accomplished will be presented. As part of the review a cookout will take place on the lawn in front of Wallace Center. Associated with this event will be a Dudley Hall Gallery display 3 thru 17 March of work accomplished in Professor Beet Smith’s Rhino Software graduate and undergraduate class.

The INDD/GDES Advisory Council is scheduled 14 March. AU/ INDD and GDES Alumni, please provide us with news, contact info and year of graduation.

The Department of Industrial Design currently supports 16 faculty, 250 undergraduate, 15 graduate, 5 post baccalaureate students, and 4 technical and administrative staff. The degrees offered are Bachelor of Industrial Design, Bachelor of Fine Arts in Graphic Design, Bachelor of Science in Environmental Design (post baccalaureate degree), and Master of Industrial Design. All degrees are accredited by the National Association of Schools of Art and Design. The INDD Faculty Supported Endowment stands at $400,000.

At the CADC Fall Awards Banquet INDD student Wright Carrie received the Regan Scholarship and Graphic Design student Blake Hicks received the GDES Outstanding Student Award.

Department Head Clark Lundell collaborated with University of Georgia, Landscape Architect Brian LaHaie and Auburn University Historian, retired, Richard Kenworthy to offer the seminar “Man, Machine and the Environment” based on Henry David Thoreau’s book “The Maine Woods”. INDD students Jacob Folmer, Jacob Sutton, Jonathan Grund and INDD faculty
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Keep our mailing and e-mail list up to date by contacting INDD/GDES Administrative Assistant Sylvia Jackson at sylvia.jackson@auburn.edu or call (334) 844-2364. With your help AU/INDD/GDES can continue to grow the quality of experience we bring to both our students and alumni.
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John McCabe participated.  The seminar traveled from Boston’s Big Dig to Mount Katahdyn. INDD Alum Darwin Keith Lucas provided a tour of the Boston 1D firm ARTISENT.  TA David Calvert assisted with Clark’s fall Design in Modern Society class.

- Graphic Design Program Chairman, John Morgan, has managed GDES’s facility and curricular transition from Biggin Hall to Wallace Center. Fall semester was very productive and GDES faculty and students have settled into life in Wallace.

- Professor Rich Britnell’s 4th year studio worked with David Cobb, President, Montgomery Marketing, Inc. (MMI) to develop field tents for the U.S. military.  Final presentations were made at MMI’s headquarters in Montgomery, AL.  A second phase development of this project is scheduled for spring 2008.  A whole studio of students learned sewing techniques their mothers never dreamed possible.

- Alumni Professor Ray Dugan’s and John Morgan’s, Ross Hecks’ junior and senior classes developed Christmas card concepts for Ali’s president Jay Gogue. GDES student Blake Hicks’ card was selected for distribution.  In addition Ray’s and John's studios worked on posters for the upcoming American Streamline Design show at the Montgomery Museum of Fine Art.  Ray also developed graphic design concepts for the World Boxing Association logo, Beijing 2008 Summer Olympics. Posters. The poster designs will be on display in the state capitol.

- Professor Ross Hecks 4th year studio worked with Edward Packard, from the Alabama Secretary of States office, to develop voter registration posters.  The poster designs will be on display in the state capitol.  Ross and John Morgan also mounted an exhibit of GDES student work at both the CADC’s Dean’s Conference room and Birmingham Center.

- For the third year Professor Tin Man Lau’s 4th year studio worked with Tom Norquist, VP Marketing, GameTime to develop playground equipment concepts.  Fifteen representatives from Gametime attended the final presentations at AU/INDD.

- Associate Professor Kelly Bryant developed the graphic design (poster and program) in support of this year’s Design Interaction Symposium.  Kelly and GDES student Holly Cook are working with Interior Architecture professor Sheri Schumacher to document Sheri’s student work on a project with Interface Design.

- Professor Chris Weed assisted with Clark’s fall Design in Modern Society class.

- Associate Professor Chris Arnold and Shea Tillman collaborated with the School of Pharmacy’s Dr. Ken Barker and Chelsea Hoctor on the pre-design development of a specialty home infusion pharmacy for Vital Care Inc. located in Meridian, MS.  Chris’ summer studio developed concepts for a participation track and INDD student Andrew Lee’s design was chosen and funded for prototype fabrication.  Chris also presented at the IDSA National Conference in San Francisco, CA.

- Assistant Professor Tsai lu “Lo” Liu’s 4th year studio has completed the second year of collaboration with School of Building Science professor Steve Williams and the AL Construction Industry Fund.  The final project outcome was displayed in the Gorce Center materials lab and reviewed by all the construction industry collaborators associated with the project.

- Associate Professor Shea Tillman and Chris Arnold were invited to participate in a symposium on Health Care Delivery Systems at the Mayo Clinic in Rochester, MN.  Shea and Chris also made presentations at the University of Illinois, and California State University, Long Beach. Shea’s studio worked on sub-brand product development.